
	

Setting the post-COVID agenda for health systems 

As the economic situation has worsened over the past few months, we’ve been 
working with several health systems to recalibrate strategy. For many, the anticipated 
“post-COVID recovery” period has turned into a struggle to reverse declining (often 
negative) margins, while still scrambling to address mounting workforce shortages. All 
this amid continued pressure from disruptive competitors and ever-rising consumer 
expectations. In the graphic below, we’ve pulled together some of the most important 
changes we believe health systems need to make. These range from improvements to 
the operating model (shifting to a team-based approach to staffing, greater use 
of automation where appropriate, and moving to asset-light capital strategies) 
to transformations of the clinical model (moving care into lower-cost outpatient and 
community settings, integrating virtual care into clinical delivery, and creating tighter 
alignment with key physicians). In general, the goal is to deliver lower-cost care in less 
expensive settings, using less expensive staff.  

But those cost-saving strategies will need to be coupled with a new go-to-market 
approach, including new payment models that reward systems for shifting away from 
high-cost (and highly reimbursed) care models. Employers and consumers will expect 
more solution-based offerings, which integrate care across the continuum into 
coherent bundles of service. This will require a more deliberate focus on service line 
strategies, moving away from a fragmented, inpatient-centric model. Contracting 
approaches must align payment with this shift, changing incentives to reward 
coordinated, cost-effective, outcomes-driven care. A key insight from our discussions 
with health system leaders: short-term cost-cutting initiatives to “stop the bleed” won’t 
suffice—instead, more permanent solutions will be required that address not only the 
core operating model, but also the approach to revenue generation. The post-COVID 
environment is turning out to be a lot tougher than many had expected, to say the 
least. 

	


